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The principal reactions which occur in mud-waters may be 
explained by the following formulre :-

(I) RS04 + 2C = zC02 + RS, 

where R is an earthy alkaline metal. 

(2) RS + zC02 + H 20 = H 2S + RC03C02 • 

(3) RS + RC03C02 + H 20 = zRC03 + H 2S. 

On the hydrosulphuric acid meeting with ferric oxide (Fe20 3) 

present i'l the surface layer of these blue muds the following 
reaction occurs :-

(4) Fe20 3 + 3H2S = 2FeS + S + 3H20. 

Part of the sulphur is thus fixed in the mud, and part, if there 
be not sufficient iron in the mud, may escape into the water 
above, where, meeting oxygen, it will be converted into sul
phuric acid (H 2S04 ), and return into RS04 • The products 
RC03C02 in (2), and RC03 in (3), or the bicarbonate and 
carbonate of the metal are found in the water strained from the 
mud. 

The increase of alkaline ammoniacal salts points, however, 
to a further reaction, by which carbonate of .Jime is increased 
in a slight degree, for as ammonium carbonate [(NH4) 2C03] is 
formed by the decomposition of the albuminoids present, the 
sulphates in tbe sea-water by this means are decomposed, sul
phate of ammonia [(N H 4)2SO.J and earthy carbonates being the 
result. 

In the red muds and clays, either from the abundance of 
oxygen in the superincumbent waters, from the ochreous matter 
present iu the mud or clay, or from the organic matter being 
small in quantity, the sulphide of iron is either not formed, or is 
after formation soon oxidised into ferric hydrate, which then 
gives its characteristic red colour to these deposits. 

It may be accepted as the rule that muds containing a large 
amount of organic matter relatively to the iron present invari
ably partake of the characteristic blue-black colour, whilst if 
organic matter be low in amount, or altogether absent, the 
black sulphide is either not formed at all, or is oxidised into 
peroxide of iron. 

Our attention has been recently drawn to a most interesting 
paper, read before the British Association, Edinburgh (I 892) 
meeting, by N. Andrussow, on the "Russian Exploration of 
the Black Sea." 1 

Tbe condition of the water in the Black Sea below the IOO· 
fathom line, in which hydrosulphuric acid and sulphides exist 
in great abundance, is due to the same action as that now being 
carried on so widely in the formation of the blue muds on the 
ocean floor, viz. the deoxidation of the sulphates in the water 
by organic matter, and not, as stated in Andrussow's paper, as 
simply the decomposition-proclucts after death of a great number 
of organisms. But a compound or double reaction appears in 
this instance to be taking place, viz.-

Firstly, on those portions of the bottom within a moderate 
distance from the shore, ordinary blue mud containing sulphide 
of iron (in large amoum) is being deposited. 

Secondly, in the deep water, especially far from the shore, 
below a depth of IOO fa:homs where the oxygen has been used 
up, the hydrosulphuric acid, not having enough iron present in 
the floating mud to combme with, or to fix it as sulphide of 
iron (FeS), is found in the free condition. At the same time 
there must be a large quan tity of free or loosely-combined 
carbonic acid in the wattr, tbe result of the deoxidation of the 
sulphates by organic matter, which naturally would decompose 
the sulphides at their inception (or as these are formed). That 
this is probably the case appears from the fad that in the 
greater depths of the Black Sea, far from land, there exists a 
large deposit of mud co misting principally of carbonate of lime, 
precipitated from i•s waters, which bold in solution lime and 
other salts as well as hydrosulphuric and carbonic acids. In the 
laboratory experiments noted above we have the rationale of 
the>e conditions. The deep water in the Black Sea may be 
thus in a state of continual change, the alkalinity in this case 

1 u On Deep-Sea Research in the Black Sea," giving the results of an 
expedition (under 1he superintendence of Colone l ] . B. Spindler) sent out 
by the Russ ian Government in 1890 and 189 1. These results have already 
been partly published in the preliminary transactjons of the Russian 
graph ical Society (in l<ussian). the physical resu 1ts in German by Prof. 
Woicjk ,ff in P e:crmam t' s illitteiht1Z.f:en . An abstract of Andru!'Sow's paper 
has b1::en publi shed in lhe Royal Geog raphical S )ciety's journat1 January 
1893, glving a very fair epitome of the various points dealt with. 
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being due either to sulphides or carbonates in so far as carbonic 
acid or hydrosulphuric acid predominates, and not wholly 
to carbonic acid as in the open ocean, where 
cannot remain permanent owing to the conotant excess 
of oxygen present ; but it is evident that, since the 
light grey mud consists principally of carbonate of lime, the 
carbonic acid must, it may be on account of the pre>sure or 
temperature, have had the advantage over the hydrosulphuric 
acid. 

METEOROLOGICAL WORK IN A USTRALIA. 1 

THE object of the present paper is to place before the Associa-
tion a brief and succinct account of meteorological work 

in Australia. Mr. Russell has already told in his interest
ing paper on astronomical and meteorological workers, read 
before the Association at its first meeting in Sydney in I888, 
what had been done in the early days of the mother colony, 
and brings the history up to the year r86o, or immediately fol
lowing the commencement of the active work of the new ob
servatory completed in I858, an establi,hment with which he 
has been associated during the past thirty-four years, and over 
which he has presided since his appointment as astronomer in 
I87o, on the death of Mr. Smalley in July of that year. 

It is unnecessary that I should travel over the same ground. 
My intention is to carry on the history of which Mr. Rus-ell 
has already given us the opening chapter. Indeed, as regards 
meteorology but lillie had been done helore the advent of Mr. 
Scott, the fi"t Director of the Sydney Observatory, in 1858, 
who, Mr. Ru ,sell tells me, established twelve meteorological 
statiom, two of which, Brisbane and R ockhampton, were in 
Queensland, then forming part of New South Wales. Each 
station was equipped with a standard barometer, dry and wet 
bulb thermometers, maximum and minimum thermometers, and 
a rain gauge. 

Meteorological stations had previously-in I 84o-been estab
lished at South Head, Port Macquarie, and Port Phillip, Vic
toria being then under the Government of New South Wales. 
The observations at South Head were kept up, but, I fear, not 
in a very satisfactory or systematic manner, for fifteen years, or 
until 1855· At Port Phillip and Port Macquarie they are said 
to have been discontinued alter six years. During Mr. Smalley's 
tenure of office several stations started by his predecessor, for 
some reason or other, probably owing to his bad health, were 
closed or allowed to fall into disuse. These were, however, 
speedily re·established hy Mr. Russell : and I may here men
tion, as showing the active manner in which that gentleman 
has prosecuted the work commenced by Mr. Scott, that he has 
now, in addition to the Sydney Observatory, thirty-five meteoro
logical stations, having barometers, dry and wet bulb thermo
meters, maximum and minimum thermometers, and rain 
gauges; I39 stations furnished with thermometers and rain 
gauges; and 1063 stations having rain gauges. 

The Sydney Observatory is equipped with continuous self
recording barograph and thermograph, pluviometer and anemo
graph, made alter Mr. Russell's own designs, besides under
ground thermometers at depths of IO feet, 5 feet, 2 feet 6 inches, 
and I inch; an evaporation tank, or atmometer, &c. ; a record, 
combined with the valuable astronomical work being done, 
worthy of the oldest colony of the group, which had already 
gained distinction in its promotion of science hy the Dawes 
Point Observatory, erected in I 788, and the celebrated Para
malta Observatory, established in I82I by Sir Thomas Brisbane. 

In Mr. Tebbutt, Mr. Russell has found a must valuable 
coadjutor. That gentleman has not only carried out an ex
tensive series of astronomical observations entirely at his own 
cost, but also furnished his observatory with a complete meteor
ological outfit. 

In Victoria there were only broken records of rainfall, 
temperature, and weather, made chiefly by New South Wales 
officials in Melbourne, from 1840 to about I849, and of rainfall 
up to I851. In I854 observations of barometer and tempera
ture for astronomical purposes only, and of rainfall, were made 
at the Williamstown Obstrvatory, then in chaoge of Mr. R. L. 
J. Ellery. Meteorological observations were also made at 
Melbourne by Mr. Brough Smyth, of the Crown Lands De-

1 Abstract of a Paper read before the Au-.tra.lasian A c. sociation for the 
Advancement of Science, by Sir C. Todd, K. C. M.G., F.R.S. i 
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partment, from 1856 to the end of February 1858, when Prof. 
Neumayer, now Director of the Nautical Obse•vatory at Ham
burg, commenced systematic observations at the new Magnetic 
and Meteorological Observatory, at Flagstaff Hill, Melbourne. 
Dr. Neumayer also established several observing stations at the 
lighthouses on the coast, and at a few places inland. 

On the retirement of Dr. Neumayer in 1863, the Magnetic 
and Meteorological Department was transferred to the present 
Astronomical Observatory, then just erected, and placed under 
the direction of the astronomer, Mr. Ellery, in whose hands 
the institution soon became what it is to-day-not only a credit 
to the colony which founded it, but second to none in the 
southern hemisphere. He threw all his energy and skill as a 
physicist into his work, and early introduced photographic and 
other systems, by which we obtain continuous records of all 
variations of terrestrial magnetism, barometric pressure, and 
changes of tern perature, electrical states of the atmosphere, and 
the direction and force or velocity of the wind, besides thermo
meters sunk at various depths (3 feet, 6 feet, and 8 feet) to de· 
!ermine the temperature of the ground ; while, as regards astro
nomy, we have only to visit the observatory to see that it pos
sesses some of the finest instruments in the world. 

Besides the Melbourne Observatory, he has established 
meteorological stati<>ns of the second order at Portland, Cape 
Otway, Wilson's Promontory, Gabo Island, Ballarat (Mount 
Pleasant), Bendigo, Echuca, Sale (at the School of Mines), 
and twenty-three stations of the third order, besides 515 rainfall 
stations judiciously distributed throughout the colony. 

In South Australia, thanks to the late Sir George Kingston, 
lather of the present Premier, we have a continuous record of 
the rainfall in Adelaide from 1839, which that gentleman 
maintained until 1878. 

Meteorological observations, more or less complete, were 
made at the Survey Office for a number of years, or until I 
took up the work in November 1856, when the observatory 
records commenced under my direction as Government 
Astronomer. 

Since May r86o, all the observations have been made at the 
West Terrace observatory. For several years I had no assistant, 
and having a growing telegraph department to look after and 
control, the area of my work was necessarily restricted, and I 
laboured under many disadvantages; but I early established 
meteorological stations at Clare, Kapunda, Strathal byn, 
Goolwa, Robe, and Mount Gambier, and placed rain gauges at 
the different telegraph offices. I also introduced the system of 
publishing daily reports of the weather and rainfall from all 
stations at the head telegraph office in Adelaide. 

We have now meteorological stations, having standard or 
Board of Trade barometers, dry and wet bulb thermometers, 
maximum and minimum thermomete'", and rain gauges, at Port 
Darwin, Daly Waters, Alice Springs, Charlotte Waters, Strang
ways Springs, Farina, Port Augusta, Yongala, Clare, Kapunda 
the Agricultural College at Koseworthy, Mount Barker: 
Strathalbyn, Eucla, Fowler's Bay, Streaky Bay, Port Lincoln, 
Cape Borda, Robe, Mount Gambier, and Cape Northumber
land, and 370 rain gauges; at the lighthouses at Cape Borda 
and Cape Northumberland, and at the telegraph offices at Port 
Darwin and Alice Springs, the observations are taken every 
three hours, night and day; at other stations at 9h. a.m., 3h. 
p.m., 9h. p.m.; wh1lst at Alice Springs there is a large evapora
tion tank similar to the one at the observatory, which it may 
be convenient here to descn be. 

It consists, first, of a brick tank, lined with cement ; internal 
measurement, 4ft. 6in. square and 3ft. zin. deep. Inside this 
tank is another, made of slate, 3ft. square and 3ft. deep, leav· 
ing an intervening space between it and the larger tank of 7in 
Both tanks are filled to the same level, or to within 3in. or 4in. 
of the top, fresh water being added as requireJ. The evapora
tion is measured by a graduated vertical rod, which is carried 
by a float placed in a vertical cylinder of copper 4in. in diameter 
(perforated at the bottom) standing in the inner tank. The rod 
is graduated to 1

1
0 of an inch, and is read off by means of a 

fixed vernier to 1 ;}0 of an inch. A rain guage is placed hy the 
side of the tank, and both the evaporation and the rainfall are 
read at 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. 

In Tasmania, the Imperial Government established a mag
netic and meteorological observatory at Hobart, as part of an 
international scheme, in charge of Captain Kay, and systematic 
meteorological observations were conducted from 1841 to 1854, 
hourly readings being taken until the end of 1848. The results 
were published, together with the magnetic observatiom, in 
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four large quarto volumes with a short but interesting and in
structive article by the late Prof. Dove, then director of the 
meteorological stations in Prussia. Similar observatories were 
established at Greenwich, St. Helena, Cape of Good Hope, 
and Toronto, besides places in Europe, and by Russia in A'ia. 

From the beginning of 1855, the Imperial Observatory being 
closed, meteorological observations at H'>bart were carrierl on 
by the late Mr. Francis Abbott until about the year 188o, 
when the Government took up the work, which was entrusted 
to the late Captain Shortt, R.N., who died in 1893. Captain 
Shortt proved a valuable coadjutor, and established eight other 
observing stations, besides a number of rain gauges in various 
parts of the island, of which there are now about fifty· nine. 

In Western Australia, a meterological observatory was estab
lished by the Government in connection with the Surveyor
General's office, the work being entrusted to Mr. M. A. C. 
Fraser, in 1876, since w3ich continuous records have been 
published. Prior to the date mentioned we have rain ancl 
temperature records at Perth from 186o to 1869, taken by i\lr. 
H. Knight. At present Mr. Fraser has fifteen meteorological 
stations, exclusive of Perth, and ninety-one rain gauges. At 
Perth there is a self-recording barometer, selected by me when 
in England in r886. The observations in this colony are very 
valuable, extending, as they do, from the south coast well into 
the tropics at \Vyndham, Cambridge Gulf. 

In Queensland, as has already been stated, meteorological 
stations were started at Brisbane and Rockhampton by Mr. 
Scott, the first Government Astronomer of New South \Vales. 
I do not know the exact date, but Mr. Scott arrived in the 
colony in 1858, and retired in 1862. The instruments were 
transferred to Queensland on its separation from the parent 
colony, and for some years the duties of meteorologist devolved 
on Mr. Edmund MacDonnell, who established several observing 
stations and a num her of rain gauges. 

In 1887, Mr. \Vragge was appointed, who-with the great 
ability and energy which characterise him, and which had 
brought him so much renown in starting, I believe at his own 
expense, the high level observatory at Ben Nevis, where he 
conducted the work under difficulties which would have deterred 
most men-soon effected a complete revolution. Beginning 
his work on January r, 1887, he speedily equipped station< of 
the several orders all over the colony, along the coast round to 
the Gulf of Carpentaria, and inland to the very western 
boundary of the colony. He classified his stations under five 
orders, according to the completeness of their equipment. 

Following the example of Mr. Ellery, Mr. Russell, and 
myself, Mr. Wragge commenced the system of publishing d•ily 
reports of weather and rainfall, and a synoptic map similar to 
the map we had for some time been issuing in Adelaide, He 
also co-operated with us in publishing forecasts of the probable 
weather during each ensuing twenty-four hrmrs, with this 
addition, that he issued forecasts not only for Queensland, but 
also for the other Australian colonies ; and, as these latter were 
made without regard to those published at an earlier hour by the 
several local authorities, it has occasionally happened that the 
two forecasts for the same colony differed from each other. I 
will not venture an opinion as to the desirableness of this inde
pendent action, beyond remarking that supposing the judgment 
and qualifications of the other meteorologists to be equally 
good, their local experience, and the possession of more detailed 
information in regard especially to prognostics, clouds, &c., 
gives them an advantage, and their forecasts should be of equal 
value, and be more frequently justified. I regret that llrr. 
Wragge's collected observations have not yet been published
from causes, it may be presumed, beyond his control-in such 
detail as he himself would wish, and which, in the interests of 
science, we all rlesire. This is to be regretted, as his stations 
are so distributed as to represent the climate of all parts of that 
large colony. 

Besides the stations in Queensland, Mr. \Vragge tells me he 
has supplied instruments for two stations of the first order in 
New Guinea, for one in New Caledonia, one in Fiji, and one in 
Norfolk Island, and two others of the second order in :;\" ew 
Guinea. 

In New Zealand, I learn from Sir James Ilfctor, that from 
1853 meteorological reports were included in the yearly volume 
of statistics issued by the Registrar-General, but the obser
vations were of irregular character, and possessed little value 
until 1859, when the work was taken up in a more 
systematic manner. Observers were appointeLl at \Van
ganui, Auckland, Napier, New Plymouth, Wellington, 
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Nelson, Christchurch, and Dunedin, each being supplied 
with a set of standard instruments. The service appears 
to have been placed, in the first instance, under the 
supervision of Dr. Knight, the Auditor-General, but in 1867 it 
was transferred to Dr. (now Sir James) Hector, under whose 
skilful management great improvements were introduced. The 
principal stations are supplied with mercurial Fortin barometers, 
dry and wet bulb and self-registering maximum and minimum 
thermometers, solar and terrestrial radiation thermometers, 
Robinson's anemometers, and rain gauges. The height of 
every barometer above sea-level has been ascertained, and 
every reading, as in the other colonies, is reduced to sea-level 
and 32° F. 

At present there are eight stations, viz. Te Aroha, Taranaki, 
Russell, The Bluff, Wellington, Lincoln, Hokitiki and Dunedin, 
equipped as above, except Te Aroha, which has an aneroid; 
and seventy-nine rain stations. 

To facilitate the transmission of daily weather reports, Sir 
James Hector has prepared a series of isobartc maps, which 
fairly represents all the different types of weather. These 
maps are numbered in consecutive order, and stereotyped 
copies are supplied to each station, so that all that is necessary 
is for the head office to telegraph to each office the number of 
the map to be posted up for the information of the public. In 
the same manner typical maps of the pressure in Australia have 
been prepared, with the assistance of Mr. Russell, of Sydney. 
The reports from a few selected stations, a brief description of 
the weather, and the number of the map, are daily exchanged 
between Wellington and Sydney (representing Australia); the 
New Zealand reports being transmitted by telegraph to the 
head office in each of the other colonies. 

Spread throughout the colonies we have 357 meteorological 
stations, more or less completely equipped, and 2575 rain 
gauges. 

It will be seen that, exceptio::: the magnetic and meteoro
logical observatory at Hobart, established in 1841, which was 
an Imperial institution, systematic observations under the 
auspices of the Colonial Governments date, speaking approxi
mately, from about 1858, a date which cbsely c'incides with 
that given by Prof. Waldo (186o) as marking a definite epoch in 
the development of the modern science of meteorology. The 
investigation of the law of storms by Buys Ballot, Dove, and 
others, and the researches of Ferrel, then just commenced, on 
the theory of atmospheric motions, cleared the way to further 
advances ; and, later on, the utilisation of the electric tele
graph, which is to the meteorologist what the telescope is to 
the astronomer, in extending his field of view over large areas 
of the earth's surface, enabled the observer to mark and watch 
the birthplace of storm•, track their course and rate of trans
lation. The same means informed him of the general distribu
tion of pressure, and, knowing the laws governing the circu
lation of air currents round regions of high and low baro· 
meters, he soon felt himself justified in issuing warnings of 
coming gales and the probable state of the weather some hours 
in advance. He was no longer confined to his own particular 
locality, laboriously compiling stati,tics and studying local 
prognostics ; he could look far around him, see storms a thou
sand or more miles distant, and tell people with a considerable 
amount of confidence when they might be expected and what 
would be their force. This is the great function of modern 
meteorology. But, like everything else, it took time. It 
required money from the State, which was not always readily 
forthcoming; it required, moreover, a complete and extensive 
organisation of skilled observers, all working on the same lines 
and with the same objects in view. It had also to win the 
confidence of a sceptical public, which still placed confidence 
in quack weather prophets, who could tell them what the 
weather would be all I he year through, according to the phases 
of the moon. Confidence, we are told, is a plant of slow 
growth. So it is, and so it should be if progress is to be made 
on a sound, solid, lasting basis. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

CAMBRIDGE.-The University Lecturer in Geography (Mr. 
Yule Oldham) will during the present term give a course of 
lectures on the History of Geographical Discovery, in the 
Lecture-theatre of the Chemical Laboratory on Thursdays at 
noon, beginning on Thursday, January 24. 
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The Council of the Royal Geographical Society offer in the 
present academical year a Studentship of £too, to be used in 
the geographical investigation (physical or historical) of some 
district approved by the Council. Candidates must be mem
bers of the University of not more than eight years' standing 
from matriculation, who have attended the courses of lectures 
given in Cambridge by the University Lecturer in Geography. 
Applications should be addressed to the Vice-Chancellor not 
later than the last day of the full Lent term, March 15, 1895. 

Prof. Ewing, F.R.S., has been appointed Chairman of the 
Examiners for the Mechanical Sciences Tripos. 

The Gamble Prize for 1894 has been awarded to Miss Isabel 
Maddison, for her essay on '' Singular solutions of dtfferential 
equations of the first order." 

THE first annual meeting of the Association of Technical 
Institutions was held on Friday last. In the course of an 
address, Mr. W. Mather, M.P., the President for the ensuing 
year, remarked that, so far as the pecuniary facili.ies conferred 
by the Technical Instruction Acts were concerned, local 
authorities had the means of annually bestowing on technical 
education in England and Wales (I) from grants under the 
Local Taxation Act, about £7So,ooo; (2) from a penny rate 
levied on the total rateable value of the whole country, 
£664,500; (3) grants from the Department of Science and 
Art, about £355,ooo. The total amount available is th·ts, in 
round numbers, £r,8oo,ooo per annum. To this must be 
added the voluntary aid given to technical schools and 
instttntions. Among the resolutions adopted by the meeting 
was one for the appointment of a snb-c·•mmittee to 
the best methods by which reform could be effected in the 
present system of examinatton in practical chemi<try adopted 
by the Depanment of Science and Art, and to confer with other 
committees appointed with a similar object; and another to the 
effect that the result of examinations should not form the sole 
basis for the calculation of the grant in aid of science classes, 
but that there should abo be a variable grant dependent on the 
report of the inspector on the equipment and arrangement for 
efficient instruction. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDON. 

Mathematical Society, January Io.-Major Macmahon, 
R.A., F.R.S., President, in the chair. The Chairman gave a 
short obituary sketch of Mr. A. Cowper Ranyard, in the 
course of which he pointed out that that gentleman had only been 
a pro tem. secretary with the late Mr. G. C. De Morgan.
The secretaries elected at the first meeting of the Society, 
January 16, 1865, were Messrs. H. Cozens Hardy and H. M. 
Bompas. Mr. Hardy resigned at the second meeting (February 
20), and Mr. W. Jardine was elected in his room.-The follow
ing communications were made :-Note on the expansion of 
functions, by Mr. Edward T. Dixon. The author had long 
thought that so fundamental a theorem as the expansion of a 
!unction in Taylor's series ought to be demonstrable from first 
principles in a simple maner which should be apf•licable to 
complex as well as to real q ,,anti ties. The main feature in the 
proof he proposed was that the series was regarded not as the 
expansion in terms of powers of the increment of the variable, 
but rather as the expansion in terms of the values of the suc
cessive differential coeffic,ents of the function for the given 
initial value of the variable. If two functions were equal for a 
given value of the vanable, they would remain equal while the 
variable varied in any specified manner, so long as their rates 
of change remained equal and finite. The two sides of the 
equation known as Taylor's theorem were such functions; and 
the author explained how the limita\ions to the application of 
Taylor's theorem followed directly from his way of regarding 
the expansion. He also showed how the same line of argu
ment applied to the case of complex variables, and how 
in that case also the limitations could easily be deduced.
Electrical distribution on two intersecting spheres, by Mr. 
H. M. Macdonald. In Maxwell's "Electncity and Mag
netism," vol. i. §§ 165, 166, the problem of the distnbution of 
electricity induced by an electrifitd point placed between them 
on two planes cutting at an angle which is a submultiple of 
two right angles, and the inverse problem of the contluctor 
formed by two spherical surfaces cutting at such an angle (the 
angle referring to the dielectric) is solved by the method of 
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